M476 PUNCH OUTPUT

(001) * WHEN *ENGINEER *SMALL KEEPS *SMALL AND FOUR FIRE-BOXES, HE KEEPS DRIVING WHEELS, HIS STEAM, IT AND FOUR BLACK AND OILED FIRE-BOXES.

(003) * HE HAS FOUR POLISHED SAND-DOMES.

(004) * WHEN STEAM IS PROUD OF THE FOUR FIRE-BOXES AND FOUR ENGINES, THE TRAIN IS SHINY.

(005) * WHEN *ENGINEER *SMALL IS PROUD, HE HAS *SMALL UNDER A LITTLE AND PROUD SMOKESTACK

(008) * WHEN HE IS OILED, THE SHINY SMOKESTACK IS PROUD OF FOUR ENGINES.

(009) * A HEADLIGHT IS HEATED.

(010) * WHEN HE IS HEATED, *ENGINEER *SMALL IS POLISHED.

(011) * WHEN HE IS HEATED AND HEATED, STEAM IS POLISHED.

(012) * A BLACK SMOKESTACK IS PROUD AND POLISHED.

(013) * ITS STEAM IS PROUD OF WHEELS.

(014) * THE STEAM MAKES ITS STEAM AND A WHISTLE BIG AND PROUD.

(015) * THE WATER UNDER THE FOUR SHINY WHEELS HAS A BLACK BELL AND FOUR BLACK AND POLISHED TRAINS.

(016) * WHEN *ENGINEER *SMALL IS OILED, THE WATER IN THE BELLS IS HEATED.